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EDITOR’S WELCOME

“Hi

everyone and

welcome to this January
edition of Progression.
For those observant types out
there, you will remember that
in the last edition of
Progression I promised myself
that I’d get out on the bike more
over winter. So how have I done? Terrible!
I’ve not been out riding once since October. I am one of
those people that Paul mentions in his article on the next
page - I like to be nice and warm and the roads nice and
dry. I guess there is still plenty of the winter left, so
perhaps I can get out in the second half of it.
One thing I will be doing this year is volunteering to lead
a few social rides again. Nigel Servini is our new Social
Ride coordinator and he is looking for some of us full
members to lead more rides. Nigel really has led the way
(pun intended) for most of the social rides last year - he
must have led well over 75% of them. I for one don’t like
crossing fords, so I want to choose where we go and the
route we get there. If you feel the same then speak to
Nigel.
Also in this edition is a wonderful report from our exchairman Brian Dunne about his trip to India.

I won’t

scenery and ride some challenging roads, then India
could be the place for you.
Again this quarter we have had an influx of new
associates, 12 in all, and you can read an introduction
from two of them in this edition. I wish all a speedy and
safe route to full membership.
Finally, it is with some regret that I an announcing my
retirement from the Progression Editor role. I have been
the editor now for three years and have enjoyed every
minute of it. It has allowed me to meet and interact with
many of you and I have made some great friendships
through ELAM. I’m not going anywhere, and still hope to
meet many more of you on future social rides and ELAM
events.
We will therefore be looking for volunteers to take over
the Editor role. I will of course be available to do a full
handover of the process and let you into some of my
editing secrets. Unfortunately I cannot oﬀer the services
of the Chief Deputy Sub-Editor (soon to be Mrs Chief
Deputy Sub-Editor - we got engaged!).

But I’m sure

you’ll manage without her. Please contact myself or Paul
for more details of the role or for an informal chat about
what it entails.
All the best

spoil it for you, but if you’ve ever wanted to get away
from it all, meet wonderful people, see some amazing

Charlie Osborne

progression@elam.org.uk
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Piglet’s
Perspective

“Once upon a time, there was quite a chasm

between the IAM and its Groups, such as ELAM.
Information flowed to Chiswick from Groups but
rarely in the opposite direction.
Over the past few years, however, there has clearly
been a change of approach, and we are regularly
contacted for input to the planning process,
including a recent meeting on possible changes
that would make it clearer what riding skills an
Associate can expect the Skill for Life scheme to
cover, and how Groups could make this a similar
experience no matter where in the UK it is to take
place.
The meeting highlighted for me how lucky we are in
ELAM to have access to a wide variety of roads
close to our “patch”. Groups in Norfolk,
Lincolnshire and the North of Scotland, for
instance, find it impractical to include sections of
motorways or even dual carriageways. In other rural
areas, their experience of urban riding may be
limited to small towns or villages with few sideturnings or roundabouts. On the other hand, a cardriver living in central London may have to travel for
over an hour before reaching a National limit road.
No such problems for East London bikers!
One other improvement is that the IAM now sends
us a monthly report containing useful statistics
about our members – in particular, how our
Associates are progressing. One figure that stood
out for me in the latest report was the gap between
the number of new Associates from our area over

the past year – 39, compared with the number who
took the test – 14. Admittedly, there is a lag
between those two figures, since many people take
the Test in the year after joining. However, I can
think of several riders who attended courses over
the past couple of years but had to defer the Test
for one good reason or another. Unfortunately, they
then lost momentum and never picked up again
after that reason had passed. Such good reasons
included:
• The bike was oﬀ the road for repairs
• There was a new addition to the family
• A new job took precedence
• Some people don’t ride in winter or (whisper it
softly) in rain
Maybe one of those riders is you, or a mate of
yours. If so, why not make 2015 the year to pick up
where you (or your mate) left oﬀ? Our observers are
always pleased to help you with the finishing
touches that will finally get you through the Test,
something that makes them feel that their previous
eﬀorts have been worthwhile, and reminds you of
how lucky you are to have such a rich choice of
roads close to home!

Ride safe
Paul Gillett
chair@elam.org.uk
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Piglet’s
Perspective

NEW YEAR, NEW EDITOR?
How time flies! It seems only yesterday that we
held the Annual General Meeting at which I took
over the Chair from Brian Dunne, yet we’re
already planning for the next AGM.
One advantage of having such a meeting each year
is that it gives us the incentive to take stock of
where we are, recognizing what’s gone well and
identifying where change is needed. Every now and
again, we find something that fits into both
categories, such as Progression.
Charlie has done an excellent job as editor for the
last 3 years, ably assisted by Brooke as Sub-editorin-Chief, so that’s an example of something that
has gone well. We’ve had a regular supply of wellpresented magazines that are readable with
excellent spelling and grammar (that’s what a good
sub-editor is for!)

on! He’s also happy to explain what’s involved
before you commit yourself if you contact him on
progression@elam.org.uk.
Meanwhile, I’m sure everyone in ELAM will join me
in thanking Charlie and Brooke for their excellent
work over the years and wishing them all the best
for the future – but we hope not to lose touch all
together. How could Folembray and Curry Evenings
survive without them?
Thanks, both of you!

Paul Gillett
(Ed: We are not going anywhere just yet, thanks
Paul.)

However, as he’s explained elsewhere in this
edition, Charlie will be standing down soon, so this
is also an example of change being required.
We’ve seen some new faces over the past year
around the committee table for filling vital roles
such as run leaders or training to become
observers – it’s great to see so many people
helping make ELAM a success. Could someone
also now volunteer to take over from Charlie? If you
put your hand up quickly enough, you’ll improve
your chances of picking his brains before he moves
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Piglet’s
Perspective

NEW YEAR, NEW LOGO?
Over the twenty years since ELAM was formed,
we have progressed through two logos. The first
took its cue from “Eastenders”, combined with
the silhouette of a bike, and looked like this:

movement with those speedlines that gradually
transition from dark to light red. The circle behind the
ELAM letters also transitions from white in the middle
to black at the edges.

The original brief was
for a logo that
reflected our location
and biking focus,
and which could be
easily reproduced –
it used just two solid
colours (three if a
white background
was needed on
transparent vinyl

The design of the current logo has recently caused a
few problems when we tried to get it incorporated
into a proposed range of ELAM clothing – T-shirts,
fleeces and the like. Graduated colours (our dark-tolight-red transition lines) are harder than solid colours
to reproduce on clothing for the sort of short
production run that we would need. They can initially
look OK when printed, but with time, printed images
tend to break up and look scruﬀy. Great progress has
been made with automated sewing machines for
embroidering logos, but such devices don’t cope well
with graduated colours.

After a while, it was decided to refresh the logo with a
more modern design, which resulted in our current
logo, with which I’m sure you’re all familiar:

So, the committee thought we’d see if any member
(or a talented member of their family) could come up
with a design that captures the essence of ELAM in a
distinctive logo that can easily be reproduced on
posters, newsletter headings, leaflets and clothing.

stickers).

With a bit of luck we’ll get more than one design from
which to choose. The AGM would be a good
occasion to make such a choice, so let’s suggest the
end of February as the deadline for submissions.
Please send them to chair@elam.org.uk
This also uses just two colours (three with a
background), just uses words to put over the “East
London” and “Bikes” message, but conveys

Paul Gillett
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NOTIFICATION OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2015
EAST LONDON ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee that the Annual General
Meeting of East London Advanced Motorcyclists (the Group) will be held at 19:30 on
Tuesday 3rd March 2015 at Ilford Golf Club, 291 Wanstead Park Road, Ilford, IG1
3TR, to enable the Trustees of the Group (Registered Charity No. 1062952) to present
their Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 31 December 2014 for approval
by the Group Members and to conduct an election.
Secretary’s Name: Steve Winter
Date: 16th January 2015
Address:
23 Carleton Road
London
N7 0QZ
wintersc@wmin.ac.uk
Group No: 7225
All Members, Associates and Group Friends are invited to attend but only fully paid up
Members of both the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM) and the Group (ELAM) may vote.
Additional documents are available on the ELAM Committee Sub-Forum (http://
elam.org.uk/forum/forum.php) and in a Dropbox Folder: (https://www.dropbox.com/sh/
klj1x31jl8oiov2/AAA3_MhN6QxsBjkj1YmE7euMa?dl=0)
• Draft Agenda
• Committee election papers and nomination form
• Draft receipts and payments for Financial Year ending 31st December 2014 • Minutes of the
previous AGM held on 4th March 2014
• Minutes of the EGM held on 13th May 2014
Note: Electronic distribution saves ELAM unnecessary printing costs. However, please
contact the Group Secretary (address above) if you are experiencing download diﬃculties or
would like paper copies sent to you.
The following documents will be available at the meeting:
• Signed and audited receipts and payments for Financial Year ending 31st December 2014
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INCREDIBLE INDIA
- by Brian Dunne

Some of you are familiar with our favourite curry
house, The Hemalaya in Stratford, we have been
eating at this establishment for some time. Last year
I d e c i d e d t o v i s i t a g ro u p o f m o u n t a i n s ,
coincidentally named after our curry house in
Northern India.
I'll start my travelogue with the bike, the trusty Enfield
Bullet 500. Single carburettor, 27 bhp, right side gear
change and reverse box (one up and three down). I
chose a green one from the fleet, I think it looks rather
nice and a change from black. It has a single disc up
front, a drum on the rear and a handy rack for a day
bag.
I was quite pleased
with myself when
kickstarting the
bike. You use the
decompression
lever, find top dead
centre and then
swing down and
through. She
usually starts first
time, choke only
required in the
morning. She did
once kick back and
my knee whacked
my thumb on the
bar, I had been
warned this might
happen.
She has a
four speed box and will cruise at around 80 kph. The
shocks and forks take a huge battering from the roads,
but manage to keep functioning. It's hard to imagine any
modern bike coping as well out here, too much power
and speed is not good on Indian roads.
I had read a few articles over the years about Blazing
Trails and the idea of going on one of their trips seemed
to be a bit of a fantasy. My wife doesn't ride and we
always take our holidays together, but in the spirit of
only getting one crack at life, I was given her blessing
and actively encouraged to book. They oﬀer a complete

service, arrange flights, hotels, food, the bikes as well as
a mechanic and doctor and a truck to carry all the
luggage. My kind of holiday!
I opted for the Himayalan foothills tour as there was a lot
of saddle time, the dates fitted in with work and the cost
was very reasonable. So on Saturday the 13th
September I set the alarm for 4am as the taxi was due
at half past to get me to Terminal 3. Well it would have
been if I set the alarm correctly. I woke up to 3 missed
calls from the taxi who fortunately didn't stray too far
and collected me at 5.
Not the best start,
rushing out of the
house with huge
bag containing all
my clobber. Most of
us are wearing our
bike kit when we go
on holiday, this was
a fi r s t f o r m e
packing my lid,
Rukka, armoured
jeans and boots as
well as two weeks
of socks & pants in
one giant bag.
Arriving at T3 I met
the first of our party,
Viv from mid Wales,
nice chap, big Rossi
fan and traveling
alone like myself. Flights were booked with Emirates,
who despite being sponsors of a dubious North London
football team, do run a very good airline and we left on
time in one of those massive Airbus planes that are very
smooth and quiet. We changed at Dubai to a smaller
plane and landed in Delhi at around 3am Sunday
morning. No issues with customs, we met the other
members of our party, 9 in total, and headed outside to
meet our fixer who arranged taxis for us. We then
headed oﬀ to a hotel for a short stop before being
ferried to Delhi station for our first train.
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Delhi was chaos as I had expected. Arriving at night did
mean that the drive through the streets in the early hours
was quick, very little traﬃc around and most vehicles
ignoring traﬃc lights and going when there was a
suitable gap or just going regardless.
As the city awoke we caught a train heading north for
Kalka, this being a 6 hour journey meant we could get
40 winks. However we had a group of young students
who were heading north for the weekend and the level
of laughter and merriment meant sleep was impossible.
Oh well, grin and bear it we'll make up for it later.
At Kalka we had a short wait and then boarded our toy
train which was bound for Shimla. This line was built by
the British and opened in 1903. It’s a narrow guage
railway which snakes for around 60 miles with some
stunning views of the foothills. It really is a marvel of
Victorian engineering
and construction.
After approx 5 hours
we reached Shimla,
some 6,811 feet
above sea level.

behind. The final vehicle in our convoy would be the
jeep with our luggage, mechanic, medic and spare bike.
After breakfast we had our introduction to the Bullet and
starting techniques. One of our party had never ridden a
geared bike before, having a Vespa 300 at home. She
had the briefest of inductions and decided that she
would be able to cope. A brave decision, but the right
one, as being a pillion would have probably ruined her
and her partner's holiday.
We had the rest of the day to ourselves and we spent a
leisurely afternoon wandering the town of Shimla and
eating the most wonderful food for very little money. The
Raj spent most of the summer months here, as the heat
in Delhi was too much for them, so the architecture is a
mix of Victorian High Street (think Tunbridge Wells) and
Indian Bazaar.
Before our early
night, we had
a n o t h e r b r i e fi n g
from our medic,
Wendy, who I had
previously shared a
table with at an IAM
annual conference.
Small world! Wendy
gave us some
sensible tips
regarding food
hygiene and how to
avoid Delhi belly.
Given
the
circumstances, we
all hoped we
wouldn’t have to
crack open the
Immodium and wet

We were met by
Dave and Jamal
from Blazing Trails
and a short taxi ride
later we were
ensconced in the
Happy Holiday
Hotel, all of us pretty
knackered and
looking forward to a
decent meal and a
good nights kip.
In the morning we
had our breakfast briefing from Adam, our tour leader,
and he outlined our position in the hierarchy of India's
road users.
“Trucks, buses, cars will assert themselves regardless of
your position. Right of way is almost non-existent. If
you can go then do. Make progress and do not expect
anyone to help you. The use of the horn is actively
encouraged, especially when overtaking, as there is very
little use of mirrors and you need to let them know that
you are coming past. Same goes for pedestrians, who
tend to cross without paying too much attention to the
road.”
OK, I think I got all that! We used the marker system for
junctions and Jamal was our tail end to sweep up

wipes.
Finally, the first day on the bike arrives. We all follow
Adam out of the car park and into the morning rush
hour. We are all careful not to stall the bike as no one
wants to be finding neutral and kick starting whilst
holding up traﬃc. It's all a bit manic. It's already hot and
and we're getting spread out. One of our team ends up
in a gully, but not hurt.
Eventually I get the hang of the upside down, right side
gear shift and it starts to flow. We are heading for Mandi,
a long day today, 260km and lots of concentration
required, blow horn before and during an overtake, use
horn on approach to blind bends, there are 100s of
them. The roads are dry, but have huge potholes,
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INCREDIBLE INDIA CONTINUED...
- by Brian Dunne

tarmac is missing, dirt, dust, gravel, recent landslips you name it. Trucks & buses take the width of the road
and getting past is a challenge. We spend a lot of time
standing on the pegs as it's too bumpy to try and stay
seated. Two of our Belgian chapter are two up, I'm
surpised at the progress he is making, but sense that
Patricia on the pillion is having a hard time.
On the plus side, the scenery is absolutely stunning deep valleys, fast flowing rivers, terraces cut into the
hillside and some huge houses in very European/Alpine
styles. We have our first chai stop and I'm hooked on

we encounter groups of children who are excited to see
and hear a posse of Enfields with friendly Europeans
waving and grinning from ear to ear.
Passing through a village today we came up behind
about 200 sheep being herded along the road. In the
opposite direction was a convoy of Indian army trucks
and we had to negotiate the narrowest piece of tarmac
to get past. Thank God for my filtering practice, it was
quite unnerving. The clutches can't take a lot of abuse
and overheat in no time. Anyway the day ends without
serious incident, and tomorrow is a day oﬀ from riding.
the taste of sweet milky tea with cinnamon, sugar,
cardamom and other spices. Tired and happy at the
end of a great ride, we stayed at the Rajmahal Palace
and the local Maharaji and owner was in attendance and
joined us for dinner.

On our day oﬀ we did some sightseeing, one of our
group was sponsoring a child at the Tibetan Childrens
Village, so we trooped oﬀ to pay her a visit and make a

Another breakfast of porridge and toast in the morning,
and we push on into Kangra province. Our destination
is Mcleodganj, home of the Dalai Lama and Tibetan
Government in exile.
The weather is scorchio, and I’m starting to wish that I
had a vented jacket. When we stop, things heat up
pretty quickly inside the rukka. The roads are marginally
better, slightly wider and more open with some splendid
views across the valleys and up and down the hillsides.
We are still dodging animals and errant pedestrians.
Most of the children walk to and from school, so at 3 pm
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donation. The Indian Government invited the Tibetans to
settle in this area. There was a large Buddhist presence
and lots of Westerners, backpackers and people looking
for enlightenment. Plenty of opportunity for me to buy
some presents for the folks back home.
Back on the bike on Friday and we're heading further
North to Chumb. It’s another warm, dry day and today's
ride was exceptional. The scenery was stunning, lush
valleys, fertile terraces with all manner of vegetables and
rice paddies. The roads were quite good, traﬃc light,
not too much dirt, but one had to be careful with very
fine dust and grit causing grip issues on bends.
We reached our highest point on this trip at Jot (2650m/
6050ft) and the bike was gasping for air. I started to get
a slight headache as I spend most of my life at about
100ft above sea level.
After lunch we
watched two
eagles riding the
thermals.
Later
that day, I see a
dog trotting in the
road towards me
and it got dive
bombed by an
eagle. What an
amazing sight!
Over in a flash, but
one I will not
forget.
The roads were
very twisty, with
large conifers and
huge boulders
lining the road.
Some great downhill sections, good vision and the
chance to practice the four S’s. Our two leaders gave
us a moment of mirth when they decided not to give
way to a bus, but the bus won and they ended up oﬀ the
road and in a ditch. No one hurt, just pride.
One week into the trip and we're in the town of Chumba
which has some ancient 10C temples, devoted to the
Goddess Shiva and Vishnu. Very impressive stone
monuments, lots of activity with people coming and
going for prayers. As with all temples, photographs are
not allowed inside. To me that shows respect and
maintains the holiness of the sight.
Later that morning we set oﬀ for the Dalhousie district,
known as little Switzerland, with it's alpine style hills and
conifers. It’a a short ride, which suited me as I was

feeling a bit tired today. We stopped for a break and in
the distance I saw two of those huge plastic air bubbles,
called Zorbs.
Pete and Sue had both been in one before and assured
me that it was great fun. So, I took their word and dived
head first through the side. I was strapped in by the
young lad who proceeded to push me down the hill.
Sue joined me, and both of us laughing manically were
sent tumbling along for what seemed liked an eternity.
My God, did I feel rough! Doing this at altitude did not
suit me at all, and for the remainder of the day and
evening I felt very strange and slightly nauseous. Lesson
learnt at the age of 53, I'm not as young as I used to be.
That evening we had a heavy rain storm, which
concluded with the most beautiful double rainbow. Once
the skies cleared we
had fantastic view
to the mountains.
Bloody camera is
playing up and not
charging, so
having to rely on
my Iphone and the
quality is poor as
I've cracked the
lens. Typical, will
have to try and
buy a camera at
the next town.
Today we head for
Dharamsala going
back along the
same roads. Adam
has all the best
photo stops and
makes sure that we don't miss some of the great views,
especially today we have a clear view of the Himalayas.
After a wonderful lunchtime thali, we arrive at our hotel.
As is customary, we sit on the terrace and go back over
the day’s ride with a bottle of Pepsi or two. I know how
to live! Everyone is getting on well and a pack of cards
is produced and we all learn the game of “Shithead”,
which keeps us going until the small hours. I may have
had another Pepsi as well.
Breakfast at 8, more porridge, masala omelette and
buttered toast. I could get used to this. We're oﬀ to
Rewalsar, a town with many temples; Buddhist, Hindu &
Sikh.
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INCREDIBLE INDIA CONTINUED...
- by Brian Dunne

This was to be an eventful day for me. It started well
enough, chugging along as usual. Then I see a bus up
ahead and decide to go for an uphill overtake in 3rd
gear, and then “Bang!”. I quickly pull the clutch in and
come to a halt on the other side of the road. Fortunately
there is no oncoming traﬃc
There is no compression, so I diagnose a broken piston
or worse. All I can do is wait for Jamal and the truck to
catch up. We load the bike and carry me as a
passenger. Jamal was not too pleased, reckons I was
over revving the bike, but I'm not so sure. We shall see
how bad things are
this evening
once they get
the head oﬀ.
After lunch
Diane, who had
an awful cold &
chest infection,
did not want to
carry on riding
and saw the
opportunity to
give me her
bike for the rest
of the day. It
was a nice
machine, a bit
faster than
mine and I was
having great fun
that afternoon on
probably some of the best roads we had encountered.
Lots of fast downhill sections, nice wide roads, no
oncoming, and on a couple of occasions the right hand
peg touched down. They are not spring loaded and this
was my warning to slow down. Did I heed it? No I
bloody well didn't! On the next right hander the peg dug
in, the back wheel loses grip and I'm testing my body
armour and kevlar jeans. I ran out of talent, as some
would say. I was gutted. I haven't had a significant crash
for years and it is a salutary reminder that it hurts!

That evening the boys took the head oﬀ my bike and as
I thought the piston had failed. The crown had come
completely away from the sleeve, so they dropped in
another one. The valves were OK (all two of them) and
she was ready for me to ride on the next day.
Another hot dry day, I'm doing my best to be kind to the
Bullet. The new piston is doing a great job and she flies
along. We're heading for Manali and passing though the
Kullu valley, with beautiful views into the river below.
Great rapids and probably a good place to do some
white water rafting, although the water's not flowing
enough at this time of
year.
We ' re fi n d i n g i t
h a r d e r t o fi n d
somewhere open
for lunch as it is
now out of season
and a lot of the
r o a d s i d e
restaurants have
closed. The staﬀ
head south for the
trade there.
Nothing
too
adventurous today,
one of the group
got a puncture,
another had the
rear light assembly
fall oﬀ the back of
the bike. My Bullet is
running sweet and certainly pulling better with its new
piston, a lot less head clatter. Finished in the town of
Manali where we will stay for two nights at the Hotel
Johnson, which was very luxurious with a lovely
restaurant and gardens. The menu was extensive and I
had local trout in almond sauce, delicious.
Had another day oﬀ the bike and did some walking and
made use of the tuk-tuk to get around. The hotel did all
my laundry, brilliant, clean socks again!
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Today we are heading towards Chindi. The roads are
fairly busy, following the river Beas in the Kullu valley.
An Indian road sign consisting of a skull and crossbones
indicates danger, but we make good progress and come
across the aftermath of an accident involving a lorry and
car which happened during the night. The car ended
upside down in the river all the occupants died. Night
driving is not recommended in India!
After lunch my bike was misfiring and I should have
really waited for Jamal to inspect and change the plug,
but pushed on with the engine struggling at low revs. I
went into a left hander and lost the rear end on a line of
sand. “Not again”, I thought, as the bike spun beneath
me. This time my right arse cheek hit the road. Now I'm
bruised on both sides!
I felt very sheepish and realised that if I'd changed the
plug earlier then perhaps this would not have happened.
I wonder what the third incident will be... Today was a
long day, over 200 km and I opted for an early night and
some deep heat gel on both buttocks, Oooh matron.
Friday, the final day on the bike and I'm feeling weary,
mentally and physically. Our destination is Chail. We
have good roads, decent views following the river Satlui.
As we climb high into the hills, the trees are just starting
to turn, the first signs of Autumn. Lots of photo stops
today, the river running fast in the valley. For lunch I had
a great thali, followed by rice pudding with ground nuts
and cardamom and a decent coﬀee.

I've met some lovely people on this tour, we all got on
very well and the organisation and accommodation
provided by the team at Blazing Trails was of a very high
standard. I have absolutely no regrets and enjoyed
myself enormously, despite my attempts at wrecking the
bikes!
As for the Bullet, they are great machines; simple, easy
to maintain and perfect for Indian roads. But I wouldn't
want one back in the UK, they're just too slow and
under-braked for our traﬃc.
I hope you enjoyed reading this, Dave from BT edited
some video and you can see a snaphot of our holiday
on this YouTube link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=T64mpk4ZU0Y&feature=youtu.be
I'm the one who opens the clip on the light green bike.
Enjoy.

- Brian

As the day goes on, I find myself tensing up and find left
handers a problem. I know it's in the head and do my
best to relax my shoulders and lift my vision.
Confidence is slowing drifting away as I get tired and I'm
relieved when we get to our final hotel at Chail.
An unusual hotel, it is a former palace of the Maharaji of
Shimla, who was expelled by the British when they
colonised his town. So he moved here and started
again. We stay in the former servants quarters and
share the grounds with some very large and aggressive
monkeys. The roofs are tin and when they run over
them they boom as they launch themselves onto the
surrounding trees.
This is our last night and we have a splendid meal in the
hotel restaurant, followed by a few games of cards and
general merriment. Tomorrow we will have a short ride
to Shimla and leave the bikes at the same hotel that we
started our journey from. Then it’s back on the train to
Delhi and the flights home.
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MEMBER INTRODUCTION
- by Sara Pauley

“I’ve been riding all my adult life, well since I was 17. I
got a share of my dad’s redundancy money and bought
my first bike, a Honda XL 125cc.
I can remember teaching myself how to ride every day after
college and a week later made it from Hendon to West

a bike to ride. We purchased my Honda NC700 last August
prior to a Scotland trip with the Curvy Motorcycle Club that

Hampstead to meet a friend without stalling - that was a
personal triumph for me and motorbikes have been a

I am a member of and ride with other members often.

central part of my life since and that was 34 years ago.

Out of the 6 bikes I've owned my Bonneville has to be my
favourite although the NC is a fantastic all rounder. Many of

Only a few months into my motorcycling experience I had a
big accident on Brixton Hill with a car. It was totally my

my riding buddies are advanced riders or on the way to
being and they just didn't stop nudging me to do it; I care

fault, I went through red traﬃc lights that I didn't notice!?
But I was keen and jumped back on my restored XL. When

about my riding enjoyment and safety like they do and I'm

years later I took my test I also did an intensive 'Star Rider'

sure it'll be a good experience for me to be a member of
ELAM

course which taught me skills and confidence which
probably have saved my life.

My best riding destinations are anywhere beautiful with a
good amount of distance and warmth. Scotland's Glen

Post passing my bike test I bought a 1975 T140V 750cc
Triumph Bonneville US spec - I loved that bike and took it

Coe really did it for me, long winding roads to enjoy

to Canada and USA for an 8 month tour. I had to rebuild

the bends at reasonable speed.
continent again.

I am keen to get to the

the engine in Florida with help from my mates (I learnt a lot
about my engine) and then I shipped it to NZ where I had

Talking of Glen Coe, Austria was also a fantastic country to
ride through for the same reasons. I spent 5 years visiting

one of my best riding experiences over a 3 month trip.
I then also purchased a BSA Rocket 3 as I was a member

friends in (what was) the Eastern block countries of

of the Trident & Rocket 3 owners club. During my 20's I

E.Germany and Poland; this was always exciting and novel,
we had to hide our bikes during our visits as we stayed with

rode with this club and its members both nationally and
internationally and have visited most countries in Europe. I

friends rather than in the pre-booked hotel we had to pay
for in order to obtain a visa. Riding throughout the States

loved long distance riding.
I have also owned a Moto Morini 3.5 and a Triumph Trident.

was hugely enjoyable and memorable, I learnt that

I sold my bikes over the years to pay for my training in

the motorcycling fraternity was friendly and embracing and
we experienced endless hospitality and warmth.

psychotherapy. My husband has a motorcycle business
and hires Honda 500 & 600's so I have never been without

Since joining ELAM, I have completed the 'Machine
Control' day which was very enjoyable. I certainly gained
more confidence in my bike’s ability. You seem like a very
friendly group - although I can't remember many names,
but I hope to get to know everyone better in coming
months.

-Sara
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NEWBIES...
NEW ASSOCIATES
Barry Lytham

David Emsley

Haifa Aziz Baccarat

Sara Pauley

Christopher Cotter

Arthur Yarwood

Jack Shaver

Mark Amiss

Michael O’Sullivan

Anthony McNamara

Chris Christofi

Lucien Mansell

NEW MEMBERS
Anthony, Danny and Jo

Anthony Carr

Naylor receive their IAM
member certificates

Andrew Mutter
Danny Canary

NATIONAL OBSERVER TEST
Congratulations to

Paul Gardner & Paul Gillett

for passing their national observer test

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about themselves them
contact me at:

progression@elam.org.uk
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NEW ELAM RIDE COORDINATOR
by Nigel Servini
Hello all. Firstly let me introduce myself. My name
is Nigel Servini and I have been riding bikes for
about 45 years on and oﬀ, and have been an ELAM
full member for about 5 years.

to volunteer. We currently have 101 full members
registered.
Leading a social ride has a lot of rewards. It gives you
a great sense of achievement, it’s bloody good fun, it
allows you to meet new people, it helps our associates
practice and get test ready, and the best bit... nobody
can overtake you! It’s a way to give something back
to the club, back to the people who helped you
become a full member.
If you are thinking, “but, I don’t know where to go“,
then fear not. I can help with route planning and final
destinations. I must know every cafe in Essex by now!
If you are thinking “what if I get lost”, then don’t worry,
no one will know, I’ve got lost plenty of times, and
someone will always have a SatNav.
All you really need to think about is the group you are
leading. If they are all new associates, then the ride
should be shorter, with plenty of breaks. If it is a full
member ride then it can go on all day and be much
more progressive with less breaks.

Over the last few years I have lead a good number of
social rides, some of which have been real corkers!
There was the time when the ford was a little too deep,
the time I got a bit lost, and the icing on the cake, the
time I lost the whole group! Ok, so the last one was a
bit embarrassing. The point I am trying to make is that
if I can do it, then anyone can.

I am personally available to help with all of the above.

I have been asked by the committee to fill the vacant
ride coordinator role for ELAM. As some of you may
have noticed, over the last few years the number of
people leading rides has become very low. So, it’s my
job to recruit, persuade, bribe some of you to get
involved.

Please help me to help ELAM by volunteering to lead
just one - yes, just one, social ride this year.

Just to put this issue in perspective. If every full
member from the club led just one social ride per year,
we would run out of weekends well before we ran out
of full members. Even if we just look at the summer
months, and organised one social ride every other
week, we would still only need about 15 full members

Finally, the most important part of a social ride is the
“social” part. I have met so many good friends since I
started leading rides. Friends that I now go on biking
holidays with, friends that I now go out at the weekend
with, blasting around the local counties.

All the best

Nigel
(Ed: Nigel - sign me up to lead a few this year)

Have you been on a social ride? Write a report and post it to me at:
progression@elam.org.uk
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IAM NEWS

Bike group sets out mpg bike challenge – can anyone beat 122mpg?

A group of bike enthusiasts recently set themselves a
challenge of achieving the highest possible fuel
economy figure from a motorbike – with the winner
coming away with an impressive 122mpg.
The riders are part of the Institute of Advanced
Motorists’ (IAM) London Advanced Motorcyclists group,
and the annual economy run is titled ‘What Will It Do
Mister?’
Norton Hawes, group chairman of the London Advanced
Motorcyclists, explained: “As riders we always want to set
challenges, and children and adults alike are always
asking ‘how fast will it go?’ and so on. We turned this
around and decided to come up with a challenge which
was about economy, not speed.”
The idea was the brainchild of long-standing member
Andrew Craster, and the run has been staged every year
since 2009. The group has some strict guidelines about
how the economy run is conducted – everyone must ride
to IAM test standards, must not impede other road users
and keep to all road safety rules and guidelines.

Norton said: “The key to economical riding is staying
smooth and avoiding hard acceleration or braking. Also
planning ahead is important – look far enough ahead to
anticipate changing road conditions and look for gaps in
the traﬃc to ease gently into.”
The group has been established since 1985 and boasts
340 members. It meets for group rides twice a month and
also organises machine control days, first aid courses and
rides into Europe.

The route set by London Advanced Motorcyclists took in
nearly 60 miles of varied conditions including A and B
roads, busy town centres and rural sections.
London Advanced Motorcyclists divided up participants
into four categories depending on the stated power
output of each bike. There was a varied collection of
machinery taking part in the challenge including Honda
C90s, BMW 1200GSs, Yamaha RX100s, Triumph Tiger
1050s and a Ducati Multistrada.

Well done to our LAM colleagues.

The winning rider was the group’s observer Peter
Gibbons, who achieved 122.9.mpg on his Honda CG125.
Runner-up was Peter Raynham on a Honda NC750X with
101.8mpg, with Dave Wilkins on a Honda C90 taking the
final ‘podium’ spot on a Honda C90 with 98.9mpg. Next
up were Eddie Wright on a Yamaha RX100 on 90.1mpg
and Alice Dryden on a Honda Integra with 90.2mpg.

Maybe ELAM could think of something
worthy of an IAM news story? If you
have any ideas then let us know.

New to ELAM and the system? Why not share you experience:
progression@elam.org.uk
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OTHER MOTORCYCLE NEWS

Motorcycle safety campaign scoops top awards

A Road Policing Inspector from Lancashire who
tragically lost his father in a motorbike collision and
made a film to raise awareness of the dangers of
riding whilst tired has scooped two awards.

you are – riding whilst tired can have serious or even fatal
consequences.”
Oﬃcers from Lancashire Constabulary regularly go to bike
meets across the county to show the video and let bikers
know about the campaign.
Funding has also been secured through the Lancashire
Partnership for Road Safety to take the film and
presentation to the Isle of Man TT 2015.
The risks of motorcycling are considerably greater than for
other road users. Last year there were 36 fatalities on
Lancashire’s roads and six of these were motorcyclists.
Another 173 motorcyclists were also seriously injured.
In April Insp Dave Mangan was joined by friends and
colleagues as he led a ride to Lands End from Preston in
memory of Mike. Next year he is competing in Ironman
UK in memory of his father and raising money for the Air
Ambulance.
Lancashire County Councillor John Fillis, cabinet member
for highways and transport said: "On behalf of the
Lancashire Partnership for Road Safety I'd like to
congratulate Dave on these awards, and thank him for
approaching the partnership with his idea for a film.
"The awards are also a great credit to our road safety
oﬃcers who worked with Dave to realise his vision for a
campaign which would help to save others' lives in his
father's memory.
"Deaths and serious injuries among motorcyclists are a
real concern in Lancashire and Mike's last ride is a moving
and very eﬀective film. We've been proud to work with the
police on such a worthwhile project."

Earlier this year Insp Dave Mangan from Lancashire
Constabulary created a short film about his father Mike’s
last ride which has been shown to bikers across the
country and viewed by over 75,000 people on YouTube.
The film ‘Mike’s last ride’, produced by Big Button, has
won a national award from EVCOM (Event and Visual
Communication Association) in the Social Media
Campaign category and a silver award at Cannes
Corporate Media and TV Awards for Informational films.
Mike Mangan, 72, from Bolton was a keen and
experienced biker. He sadly died on 11 September 2013
in Wheddon Cross, Somerset, when he was involved in a
collision with an oncoming vehicle whilst overtaking.
Mike, a retired electrical engineer, was on the last ten
miles of a 320 mile journey and his family believes that
tiredness was a contributory factor in his death.
Insp Dave Mangan, 43, also from Bolton, was with his
father at the time of the fatal collision. Mike was riding his
BMW 1200RT, travelling from Lands End to Minehead.
‘Mike’s last ride’ tells the story of the day of the fatal
collision and oﬀers advice on how riders can stay safe on
the roads.
Insp Dave Mangan, who oversees road policing in the
county’s East Division, said: “I created this short film to
raise awareness in the biking community regarding the
dangers of riding when you are tired and the risks bikers
face when they make decisions at the end of the day.
“The response to our film both from bikers and members
of the public has been fantastic and to then be recognised
by national and international awards is amazing.
“My family and I are still trying to come to terms with what
happened. We miss him every day but it is so rewarding to
see something so positive coming out of such a personal
tragedy and we are so grateful for everyone’s support.
“I’m hoping these awards will help to further raise the
profile of our campaign and that the film continues to
send a reminder that it doesn’t matter how experienced

A full inquest into Mike’s death was heard on Thursday 22
May 2014 and recorded a verdict of accidental death.
To view the film, search YouTube for ‘Mike’s last ride’ or
click on the link here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wtijm9Sch-E

New to ELAM and the system? Why not share you experience:
progression@elam.org.uk
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MEMBER INTRODUCTION
- by Arthur Yarwood

“After a decade I tired of commuting on the
tube, so I bit the bullet and blitzed my through
my CBT, theory and DAS.
I picked up a cheap Yammy Fazer ('03 FZS600 Foxeye
one) and now commute year round from Dagenham
into central London. I haven't looked back (except for
the odd life saver!), although my wife, who learnt to
ride at 19 regularly gives me the "told you so"
treatment now. She is however right (as always), I
should have learnt to ride years ago!
Since passing 2.5 years ago, I've put a not too shabby
17K on the Fazer, done a Bikesafe day, been getting
the hang of basic bike mechanics and even started
my own biking blog & YouTube channel.

However, much of my riding is through the suburbs
and into the city. I have had a couple of oﬀ's, all low
speed and thankfully not too serious; some newbie
mistakes, some idiots swapping lanes into me.
I signed up to IAM to better avoid such instances in
the future, iron out my bad habits, improve my skills
and ultimately have a laugh riding more. I certainly
enjoyed the machine control day and can't wait to get
stuck into the rest of the course. I am a firm believer
that we should never stop learning.

-Arthur
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CONTRIBUTORS
ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and associates. Thanks
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.

Nigel Servini

Sara Pauley

Arthur Yarwood

Brian Dunne

Enjoyed reading their articles? Why not contribute too?
progression@elam.org.uk
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UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Friday 9th
Social Night Curry

Tuesday 3rd
Club Social Night

Tuesday 3rd
ELAM AGM

Saturday 11th
Machine Control Day

Sunday 8th
Sunday course 01/15
Observed Ride

Sunday 8th
Sunday course 01/15
Observed Ride

Tuesday 13th
Committee Meeting

Thursday 12th
Theory Night

Tuesday 17th
Committee Meeting

Thursday 15th
Theory Night

Friday 13th - Sunday 15th
Excel Bike Show

Saturday 21st
Saturday course A/15
Observed Ride

Saturday 17th
Saturday course A/15
Observed Ride

Saturday 14th
Saturday course A/15
Observed Ride

Sunday 29th
Sunday course 01/15
Observed Ride

Sunday 25th
Sunday course 01/15
Observed Ride

Tuesday 17th
Committee Meeting

Thursday 29th
Theory Night

Sunday 22nd
Sunday course 01/15
Observed Ride

Saturday 31st
Saturday course A/15
Observed Ride

Saturday 28th
Saturday course A/15
Observed Ride

Please note that social rides have now been added to the calendar as
placeholders, but will require a full member to volunteer to lead the ride
for it to go ahead. Please look at the forum for more details closer to the
date of each ride.

http://elam.org.uk/forum/calendar.php
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IT PAYS TO BE A MEMBER OF ELAM...
Look at these great deals we get as ELAM members. If you know of any that we
have missed or ones that are out of date then get in touch and tell us.
Let’s try and fill the page...

COMPANY

OFFER

NOTES

Essential Rubber

10% oﬀ

Tell Mick you belong to ELAM

www.essentialrubbertyres.co.uk/
Motorcycle Tyres,
Romford

10% oﬀ

Tell Mark you belong to ELAM

Eskeez

10% oﬀ for IAM

http:/www.eskeez.co.uk

MCT - Suspension

??

Tell them you know Charlie Osborne and you
might get lucky!
www.mctsuspension.com/

Infinity Motorcycles

10% oﬀ

At New Oxford and Portland Street branches
www.infinitymotorcycles.com/

Firstline Motorcycles

??

Mention ELAM at Arnos Grove - Talk to Jane
Kember

www.motorcycletyresuk.com/

https://www.1stlinemotorcycles.co.uk/
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Venues
Club Nights - Ilford Golf Club, IG1 3TR
Entrance oﬀ Wanstead Park Road, through
wrought iron gates, set back between row of
houses. Press button on column on right hand
side to open gates. Follow road to golf house
where there are parking spaces
A great way to get to know fellow ELAMites, have
fun and even learn something!
Starts at 19.30

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall,
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford, E4 7RS
Mandatory training for new associates.
Starts at 19.30
Snacks and drinks available for a small
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern
Showground, North Weald Aerodrome, North
Weald, Epping, CM16 6AA
Essential machine control techniques for new
associates and members who need a refresh.
Starts at 9.00
Donations to ELAM invited to defray the cost
of hiring the venue and providing refreshments.
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VIEW FROM
THE BACK

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS
For all associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their
allocated observer, you should contact the following National and Senior
Observers to arrange a Check Test.
Rick Brown

rick.brown@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

Claire Beckett

claire.beckett@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

Paul Gardner

paul.gardner@elam.org.uk

ELAM
Through its aﬃliation to the
Institute of Advanced Motorists,
ELAM is able to oﬀer a quick,
simple, all inclusive package that
provides you with everything you
need to become an advanced
motorcyclist.

We like to think that ELAM is
diﬀerent. That's why we all
belong to it and why we're so
enthusiastic about it.
We don't mind what bike you ride
or whether you're a courier or a
stock broker, our motto is,
"it's not what you ride, it's the
way you ride it that matters".
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Please help support
ELAM by contributing to
progression
progression@elam.org.uk

